
  

 

HORIZONTAL VIEW 
The magazine of the Cossack Owner’s Club 

January/February 2019  
The Burst at the Seams edition 

Thank God there is always a land of beyond, 
for us who are true to the trail. 

A vision to seek, a beckoning peak, 
a farness that never will fail. 

A pride in our soul that mocks at a goal, 
a manhood that irks at a bond. 

And try how we will, unattainable still, 
behold it, our land of beyond! 
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The front cover is unashamedly Richard 
Squance for the second time.  This is because 
Richard’s photos capture the thrill of a journey 
by Dnepr and he makes it look just so much fun. 
 
Robert William Service wrote 
popular but evocative poetry, 
enthralled by the Yukon gold 
rush and the romance of life on 
the wild frontiers of Canada. 
 
In fact he was too late, he 
missed it and worked in a bank.  His poetry 
wasn’t taken seriously by the established literary 
community at first and became labelled crude 
and comical.  The front cover is the last verse of 
a poem called “The land of Beyond” which sums 
up not only the act of travelling but the adventure 
of risking it on a Soviet motorcycle, also labelled 
crude and comical by motorcycling’s literary 
community, if you can call popular media that.. 
 
Outside the rear cover is a beautiful M62 from 
somewhere on the internet, or is it, an M62 that 
is?  Inside is Dave Greenwood’s shot of John 
Tickell’s pretty Planeta.  This might just be the 
definitive rally photo.  “So what do you do at 
rallies then?”  Well…………….. 
 
Also inside the rear cover is a Springbok, a trail 
bike based around the Planeta Sport engine 
used in IZH’s customer competition bikes.  I 
know Dave Angel imported one into the UK and I 
remember it being one of a short trial production 
run.  It’s therefore a rare thing and even rarer in 
the UK, there is only one.  If you want it it’s 
currently for sale on the club website! 

Front and rear covers 
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Epping Revival 2019  We are keen to offer 
your Motor Cycle Club 
members complimentary entrance fee to 
exhibit their vehicles at the Epping Revival on 
6th and 7th July 2019. The event will be held at 
Historic North Weald Airfield in Essex and 
comprise of Heritage Aircraft and Warbirds, 
Classic Cars and Motorcycles Vintage Fashion, 
Period Dress and Music from the 20’s, 30’s and 
40’s, WWII Re-enactment groups and their 
Vehicles, Food and Drink Festival, Funfair and 
Children’s Activity Area.  Media 10 is the 
company behind The Ideal Home Show, Grand 
Designs and The Queen’s Coronation Festival 
at Buckingham Palace. 
 
There’s a pdf available explaining the event in 
more detail and with a lot more pictures of what 
to expect.  Ask and I’ll send it to you. 
 
Winter day meet on Sunday, January 20th at 
the 'Silver Ball Cafe', in the village of Reed near 
Royston Hertfordshire postcode SG8 8BD.  On 
the northbound side of the A10.  4.5 miles from 
Royston and approx 5 miles from the A10/A505 
intersection.  All welcome to attend from 
10.00am onwards.   
 
David Greenwood usually organises this annual 
event.  However, David may not be available on 
the day so Stephen Wood has kindly offered to 
take over as the organiser.  We look forward to 
seeing you there.  For more info contact 
Stephen 07534456642 
or baldybiker@sidecarclub.org  or David, 
07775525591  and 
davidjgreenwood@hotmail.co.uk 
 
Yorkshire section MZRC winter camp 
(another!) 
The annual winter camp at Howstean Gorge will 
be on the weekend of January  18/19/20 2019. 
Two grand pubs half a mile from the campsite. 
Sadly in opposite directions. The Crown in 
Middlesmoor is a bracing walk up what feels like 
a mountain, but the welcome from the landlord is 
legendary.  The Crown(!) in Lofthouse is a more 
sedate walk but equally as welcoming.  The 
campsite has good toilets 
with scalding showers and 
a cafe, and is in a site of 
outstanding natural beauty 
known to the Victorians as 

"Little Switzerland".  It's cash only in both pubs 
but there is a hole in the wall machine in Pately 
Bridge, which is a 9 miles walk/ride away.  We 
are hoping for Snow Snow Snow! 
Be there or be elsewhere, 
Cheese, Bynnzi. 
 
Doorknob Dave and camp 
Keith settling in for the night. 
(Apparently, right.) 
 
Mike Rowe’s The Three 
Magpies  This has been booked for the 
weekend 17/18/19 May 2019.  Check out July/
August 2018 Horizontal View for what a joy this 
weekend was last year.  The Three Magpies is 
in Sells Green near Devizes in Wiltshire.  Google 
it, get on its website, find out where it is exactly. 
 

Ural France will hold their bi-annual mega rally 
somewhere near Arras in North East France on 
September 22nd 2019.  That’s all we know so 
far.  Mike Rowe is already getting excited by this 
and it’s within easy reach of the COC enough to 
turn it into something of a club adventure.  See 
November/December 2017 Horizontal View 
page 9 to find out what happened last time they 
did it at St Nectaire. 
 
At present it doesn’t clash with CMRC race 
dates so I might join Mike for the trip.  Anyone 
else interested? 
 
This takes place it at Greetham 
Campsite, Rutland, same as last 
year on the weekend of August 
30th to September 1st.  It must be pointed 
out that the same offer of half price camping, 
subsidised by the club, is in place for next year 
as it was for last.  When adding the numbers up 
you’ll see that the saving of £18 for the weekend 
is comparable to your membership fee, so come 
to the AGM and get your money back! 
 
Dent.  The Dent formula is it takes place the 
weekend after the May bank holiday and the 
second weekend in October.  For 2019 this 
means the dates are May 11th and 12th and 
October 12th and 13th.  Some people get 
there on the Friday and spend two nights in the 
pub.  Watch this space for info on the possibility 
of entertainment in the barn in the form of a sort 
of show what you brung slide and picture show 
of contributor’s motorcycle experiences, and 
chat.  Dent is in the Yorkshire Dales by the way. 

Forthcoming Events 

2019 
AGM 
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 Jawa-CZ Owners Club’s 65th Birthday 
National Rally  14-16th June 2019   This is at 
The Anglia Motel, A17, Washway Road, Fleet 
Hargate, Spalding, Linconshire, PE12 8LT.  
You’ll remember this as the venue for the last 
Red Star Rally.  It’s celebrating 100 years of CZ, 
90 years of Jawa and 65 years of the Jawa/CZ 
Club.  Well done to them of course but you 
should be tempted to go because they also held 
their 60th anniversary there and attracted 200 
people including a substantial Latvian 
contingent, who rode from Latvia!  It’s a perfect 
excuse to get East European for the weekend.  
I’m sure they won’t mind if you take your COC 
ride, the more the financially viable! 
 

Can any of the HV readers 
help me with my 1977 Jupiter 
3 and sidecar restoration? 
 
Firstly, does anyone know the correct blue/white 
colours. My bike has been overpainted and I 
would like to get it as close to original as 
possible, so if anyone knows the correct paint 
colours or codes or even something that is a 
good match, that would be a great help. 
 
Has anyone got a front right hand engine plate 
with the sidecar attachment ball? I would like to 
buy one or if not, get the measurements from 
one so that I can make one. 
 
Has anyone any experience with converting the 
right hand sidecar to a left hand sidecar? I know 
it has been done many times before and looks 
straight forward enough to do except that ……... 
 
Lastly, has anyone got a pair of original Jupiter 3 
silencers. I know they are as rare as rocking 
horse dandruff but I live in hope! 
 
Email or ring your editor on page 2 with offers of 
assistance and I’ll put you in touch. 

How would you like to 
become involved in the 
internal workings of the 
Cossack Owner’s Club? 
 
Our Webmaster, David 
Cox, can foresee a time when someone else will 
have to take over his role.  Don’t worry, he’s OK 
at present but he thinks it might be a good idea 
to introduce someone else to the job.  His email 
address is on page 2 if you’d like to know more 
of what’s involved and would like an adventure. 

No matter how bad this winter gets, not even 
Howstean Gorge is going to get this bad.  Would 
you stand here, above right?  It must be deep to 
be able to swallow a Ural outfit. 

Dave 
Sherwin 

The 
Sorcerer’s 
Apprentice 
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After my Land's End to John O'Groats trip last 
year at the same time of 
year, we decided to head 
south this year hoping it 
would be warmer than 
heading north. 

It was decided to try and get to Gibraltar and 
back over three weeks with my friends Al 
Pewsey for the France section, then Mark 
Hummerstone for the Spain section to Gibraltar 
and finally my wife Yvonne for the trip home 
from Gibraltar to Santander and ferry home to 
Plymouth.  

My bike is a 1981 MT36-10 with 2wd which I 
have owned now for 5 years. She is totally 
standard except for electronic ignition which I 
fitted after the old points failed on my return from 
John O'Groats last year, when it failed outside 
Durham. 

Mon/Tues 30th April/1st May 2018.  We, Al 
Pewsey and myself, set off from Plymouth on 
the ferry to Roscoff on Sunday 30th April 18, 
arriving at 8am on the Monday morning in 
Roscoff. We had 182 miles to cover on the first 
day to my friend's house at La Selle-Craonnaise 
40 miles south east of Rennes. We arrived late 
afternoon after a few stops on the way. We 
purred along at a steady 60kmh, 37mph, which 
she seems happy at. We stuck to the back roads 
which were more scenic and quieter. 

Wed 2nd May.  After a fantastic evening with 
Paul and Lindi and a hearty breakfast, we 
checked the bike over and loaded up for the next 
destination at Bressuire. It was only 90 miles to 
Plume Hotel, Bressuire, so it was a very leisurely 
ride there with plenty of stops on the way.  

We decided we would stay with friends, when 
we could, and book cheap accommodation via 
Booking.com for the rest, as we didn’t know how 
far we were going to get and didn’t want to book 
accommodation if we weren’t going to get there. 

Thurs 3rd May.  We travelled on the next day 
and arrived at another friend's place, Lucy and 
Ian, early afternoon at St Thomas De Conac 
near Gironde, Bordeaux after covering 
115miles.  

We met a very interesting chap there, Jean 
Claude Vogel, he builds motorbikes with 
sidecars for long distance touring, sleeping area 
in sidecar with cooking facilities and also three 
wheel drive bikes. He was very interested in the 
Cossack and said he owned one years ago but 
not with 2WD. 

Fri 4th May.  After a late start due to the 
previous evenings extravagant drinking of the 
local wine and food, we travelled over the 
Gironde via the Blaye ferry onto Le Muret 
covering 90 miles at a sedate pace. We had a 
quiet evening that night, after the night before. 

Crossing French and Spanish border. Sat 5th 
May.  Travelled 137 miles into Spain, via 
Biarritz, to a very nice B&B called Agroturismo 
Pagoederraga  Orio, run by a very nice lady who 
spoke no English but fed us with an evening 
meal and 
breakfast all for 
£50 for the two 
of us. The views 
from our balcony 
were stunning so 
we just sat 
drinking local 
cider, wine and watching the sunset. 

Richard 
Squance 
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great coming down the other side hitting 60mph 
at times, whoosh. 

Thurs 10th May.  After having a look around 
Toledo, which is a beautiful  place with its walled 
old town, we left after lunch and eventually 
arrived at Puertollano 98 miles away. This was 
an interesting old mining town where we were 
able to get some spare fuses at an auto spares 
shop. The staff at the shop were very helpful and 
with the aid of Google Translate were able to get 
the right fuses, they loved the bike and even 
gave us some pens for some strange reason. 

Fri 11th May.  We left Puertollano and 
travelled onto Pedrera covering 145 miles. 
Unfortunately 
we had a 
puncture in 
the rear tyre 
on the way 
but luckily we 
were near a 
petrol station 
with an air 
pump.  

Sat 12th 
May.  We 
headed for our final destination together and 
after covering 120 miles we finally arrived in 
Gibraltar. We went via Ronda on the mountain 
route from Pedrera to Gibraltar which was again 
very hilly. We had to stop every 25 miles to let 
the engine cool but apart from that she did us 
proud. 

I'll cover my return trip, which I did with my wife 
Yvonne, from Gibraltar to Santander in the next 
issue of Horizontal View. I hope this will inspire 
some of you to get on your bikes and travel far 

Sun 6th May.  Travelled onto Santander 
through stunning countryside covering 135 
miles. Had great last night with Al before he 
would be leaving to meet his wife on the same 
ferry that my new sidecar passenger was 
arriving on the next morning. 

Mon 7th May.  The Plymouth-Santander ferry 
arrived at Midday and we met up with Al's wife, 
Lynda, and Mark Hummerstone who would be 
joining me for the trip through Spain to Gibraltar. 

Al and Lynda left us in their car to travel back to 
Blighty via France.  Mark and I set off to Burgos 
traveling down the N623 which must be one of 
the most scenic roads in Spain. 

Changeover day, from left to right, Mark 
Hummerstone, me and Al Pewsey.  As you 
can see Mark decided to dress in traditional 
Spanish attire and we changed our courtesy flag 
from French to Spanish.  Mark and I arrived in 
Burgos after 104 miles of travelling along the 
very scenic but hilly N623. 

Tues 8th May.  Travelled onto Segovia, 122 
miles, and the bike was still running fine. She 
had only used a little engine and gearbox oil and 
tightening the odd nut or bolt. Segovia is a very 
nice place with a three tiered Roman aqueduct 
and lots more.  

Wed 9th May.  Bike had a slight electrical 
problem in the morning. The main fuse kept 
blowing but the problem was intermittent and 
took nearly two hours to locate. Ran out of spare 
fuses, so had to botch up a spare by using some 
strands of wire from some of the wires we 
removed to sort out electrical fault in the speedo 
console.  

Travelled onto Toledo without any further 
electrical problems covering 105 miles. We went 
over the pass at Puerto de Navacerrada 1860 
metres (6102 feet)  high with snow at the top. 
Poor old bike found it a bit of a climb but was 
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If our northern 
contingent are 
baffled by the white 
cross on green on 
the back of 
Richard’s outfit I 
can tell you it’s the 
county (or should 
that be national?) 
flag of Devon. 
 
The photo is of my Dnepr 
MT9 taken when it was being 
used in a '20th Century Fox' 
feature film. The film was 
'Walk like a Panther'. It's a 
comedy about a group of aging wrestlers. 
Sue Johnson is on the bike and Carrol 
MacReady is in the sidecar. Sue's 'double' who 
rode the bike in a couple of moving shots can be 
seen in the red jacket in the background. 

The day's filming was really enjoyable however 
the bike was only in the film for a minute or so. 
 
Pictured right is the 
same bike broken 
down on the way 
home from Dent in 
October.  Mark Avis 
took the photo and 
cruelly captioned it 
“Here's a pic of Mick 
looking for water in 
his fuel, or reading 
the tea leaves, which 
seemed to be saying 
'You have lots of 
other bikes, why are 
you stopped in the middle of nowhere on this 
one?” 
 
Once upon a time, in a factory 
somewhere in Poland long since gone, someone 
tired of revving the tits of his (or her) Dnepr 
manufactured 3.2 to 1 final drive gear sets to 
take advantage of the high speed travel offered 
by the modern road network, at a more relaxed 
cruise than the standard gearing allowed.  Mark 
Avis has one in his almighty diesel monster, 
necessary absolutely because of the massive 
low speed heave of his new engine.  Dave Angel 
had one once but he didn't seem impressed 
when it came up in conversation.   
 
Apparently the end snapped off it.  Are we 
exceeding the design parameters of the original 
part without upgrading the new one?  Or are 
these just pattern part quality and crap?  The 
only other set I know of turned up recently, 
unearthed from the dusty depths of Little 
Trevor's shed, unused and built into a Dnepr 
final drive case, by someone Trevor described 
as an engineer. 
 
Of course the same parts also fit Urals although 
differences in the gearboxes mean options for 
Ural pilots are not the same, more of that later.  
Mark uses a Ural final drive case and attempted 
to negotiate the possibility of there being a spare 
set of 3.2 gears out there, never having seen 
another.  Unfortunately for him I can’t resist 
trying them first.   
 
The thing is, when we say "fit" we don't actually 
mean you can simply screw them in as a 
replacement for the standard parts.  The 
procedure is a little more complicated.  For that 

Mick 
Sweeny 

3.2 to 1 
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 you need 
engineering and on 
the subject of 
parameters, are we 
really pushing our 
luck? 
 
The heading is the 
strange and 
impenetrable phonetic 
description of how to 
pronounce engineer according to the dictionary, 
which must make sense to somebody.  However 
it's the definitions we need here and the first one 
you'll find is "A person qualified in a branch of 
engineering, esp, as a professional."  The key 
word is professional, meaning the noun refers to 
the people who make things of undeniable 
precision, astonishing beauty or unimaginable 
complexity.  Their competence can be not just 
CNC controlled manufacturing to 0.000001mm 
but producing parts which work long enough to 
sell for a unit cost of pennies like the Chinese do 
or doing it in fingerless gloves with the snow 
drifting up against the machines in half a factory 
like the Soviets did.  Perhaps this isn't us. 
 
Being an engineer is still something to aspire to, 
particularly in the field of automotive classics, 
and I'm sure some people have been tempted to 
claim the title precariously.  Then, professional is 
not what they mean.  Further down the possible 
definitions of engineer you'll find its use as a 
verb, and therefore an engineer is someone who 
engineers.  The dictionary describes such a 
person thus, "A skilful or artful contriver."  Now 
were talking! 
 
Pictured top 
and right is 
the aforesaid 
3.2 to 1 input 
gear 
compared to 
the standard 
solo high 
ratio part.  That's not going to fit in the hole is it?  
It does, but only just.  You'll notice from the 
picture opposite that the outside diameter of the 
gear is almost the same as the bearing in front 
of it.  To get it in Trevor's engineer thoughtlessly 
carved away the bearing's locating shoulder, 
opposite top, and somehow expected the stack 
of washers he placed under the shaft to do 
something.  Goodness knows what.  The thrust 
from the helical cut gears would have forced 

them against the 
outside, and 
obviously not 
spinning, race of the 
inside needle 
bearing.  They 
weren't even nice 
shim metal washers.  Those precious gears 
would have been metal paste in seconds!!!! 
 
Mark Avis 
encountered 
a similar 
problem on 
page 15 of 
September/
October HV where he achieved a spectacular 
save but after a while, even that needed 
attention.  Right then, now we know, putting the 
art in artful here’s............. 
 
My 3.2 set is wearing OK I think.   
I need to fit it to another case (I 
have one) and use a rotary table 
on the works Bridgeport to do it 
fancy and cut 10 slots in the shoulder for the 
teeth on the pinion, leaving pokey-out bits to 
locate the bearing.  The bearing should only be 
'sucked into' the case on the over-run, which 
should be no force at all, but I think I knocked 
mine deeper in and messed up the tiny shoulder 
I left by getting the circlip on the drive splines 
wrong, so forcing the bearing into the housing as 
the rear suspension compresses, if you see 
what I mean.    
 
Some time later……. I've been getting set up at 
work (they're resigned to my regular foreigners, 
but I don't charge the time!) for milling this FD 
case to take the big pinion, cutting slots in it to 
take the pinion teeth, as we discussed, leaving 
'fingers' of aluminium shoulder to locate the 
bearing.  Most of the time is in the setup, getting 
the rotary table concentric with the miller quill, 
and then getting the case properly mounted on 
the table.  I've made a gauge or two to help with 
this.  
 
Then later still………...don't do it in a more 
recent Ural case (the one with the 
dipstick).  Once you have carefully cut the slots 
to allow the gear to pass that shoulder, you'll find 
there's not enough space behind the gear (in the 
casing which divides the oily space from the 
brake drum) to accommodate the big pinion.        
Aaaarrrrgghhhh! 

ĕnˌjə-nîrˈ 

Mark 
Avis 
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 Now, do I cut the case away and rivet a patch on 
behind with lots of blue goo, or do I find an old 
style case and start again, or do I buy that 500 
quid CB500 and clear my yard out? 
 
Because buying a Honda is no adventure at all... 
If I can press the needle bearing outer race / 
bush out of the case with no shoulder and into 
another, I found 
one with a 
shagged bush 
(thanks for offer 
to look), then I'm 
OK to do it 
again.  The 'new' 
case pictured 
(Look closely 
people!) will still 
work for normal gears.  Or, the new case wall 
thickness is about 4.5mm.  I can try milling it 
away little by little to get some clearance, and if I 
go through then I'll have to pay someone to weld 
a patch on the back for me.  My alloy MIG / TIG 
skills are so 
bad, I don't 
even want to 
think about it, 
hence plastic 
plugs in the 
end of my 
piston rather 
than blobbing 
up one end of 
the hole in lieu 
of a circlip. 
  
Talking of circlips, yes, I bought a big one to see 
if I could use it to replace the shoulder.  The 
equation 'small enough to go in, big enough to 
expand into a slot I need to cut, leaving enough 
poking out to locate bearing on is looking really 
touch and go, and they only come in given 
sizes.  Unless I (gulp) make one.  On reflection 
that might not be totally impossible, but mild 
steel is probably not the right stuff.  I wonder if 
Kasenit treatment would turn mild steel into a bit 
of a spring.  Or I'd have to buy a massive round 
of silver steel and turn most of it away, which 
seems a waste.  What about bronze?   
 
And finally………...Done it.  I think.  It was a right 
pain in the arse, with a fly cutter on a miller, 
rotating the gearbox on a rotary table.  Ages to 
set up, no visibility at all, and necessary to pull it 
all down to see if it was right before setting it all 
up again because it wasn't, twice.  The circlip is 

a round section wire 
thing, 2mm diameter wire, 
and the slot is a nominal 
half diameter (that is, I 
was going for a semi-circ 
section 2mm wide, 1mm 
deep) so the pinion just 
goes through it, and the 
chamfer on the bearing 
OD locates on it and 
pushes it (hopefully) into 
its groove.   
Well, that's as 
close as I am 
going to get, 
groove is a 
little too deep 
and I may 
back it up 
with a little 
epoxy 
putty.  Your 
(The editorial that is) gearbox with the shoulder 
completely cut away would be the one to 
approach this way. 
 
When the time comes, because yes, it is on the 
list, I’ll be following Mark on exactly this route.  
Sadly the picture he sent of the set up on his 
tame Bridgeport was too small a file size to 
stand much enhancement.  Unless you know 
how clever it is already it’s hard to see how 
clever it is.  When the time comes, the Elliott 
Victoria Universal here in the shed will be set up 
like this because it’s going to be necessary to 
save my Dnepr case.  I’ll photograph that. 
 
Why will it be necessary? 
 
We have said this before but 
back in the day when things 
were in black and white and 
economy was everything, 
conditions on the nation’s roads were such that 
the way to ride was to get into top gear quickly 
and stay there, at 40mph. 
 
An all indirect six speed gearbox with a ratio for 
everything from nought to 150mph was science 
fiction!  Consequently most gearboxes ran 
easiest in top, either through the use of sleeve 
gears with the sprocket on, so the layshaft spins 
freely doing nothing, or with the power train 
using the closest gear to the biggest bearings 
like a Ural.  Significantly the only gear separate 
from the input shaft in a Ural gearbox is top.  

Dnepr 
or 

Ural? 
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 That’s because it’s made of gear metal, not 
softer, flexible shaft metal like 1st, 2nd and 3rd, 
you’re not supposed to use those unless you 
have to! 
 
In a Dnepr box all the gears are separate, being 
pressed on with keys.  Not only is it possible to 
make them out of more suitable material, and 
therefore lug huge loads up hill with reckless 
abandon, you can change them independently, if 
you can get alternatives.  Where there are only 
alternative top gears for Urals, for Dneprs you 
get 3rd as well. 
 
Old Timer Garage in Poland are typical in 
offering two choices of higher top gears for both 
models and two choices of 3rd for Dneprs.  How 
does it all add up? 
 
Serenity the Ural has standard solo gearing 
which means overall reduction from crank to rear 
wheel is 0.15 in 3rd and 0.20 in top.  With Lovely 
Hazel and the consequent aerodynamic effect of 
her camping comfort zone, maybe only a little 
higher would be good.  The gap between 3rd 
and top is an easy 0.05.  For the Dnepr 
component testing mule, with a 3.5 to 1 final 
drive in it already, the overall reductions are 0.17 
in 3rd and 0.22 in top, which I think will do 
Serenity perfectly.  If I use the 3.2 final these 
numbers are 0.18 and 0.24.  At present I think 
that would be a good sporting option.  You'll 
notice the gap between 3rd and top like this is 
0.06. 
  
With the Ural gearbox using the 18/25 tooth, 
short alternative top gear it gives the same 0.24 
overall ratio with 3.5 final as the 3.2 would with a 
standard gearbox.  The drop from 3rd is a 
tolerable 0.07.  Using the long 23/23 tooth 
alternative top option it gives an overall 
reduction of 0.26.  Even with 3.9 standard solo 
final the drop from 3rd to top is 0.08, getting a bit 
wide.  With 3.5 final overall is 0.29 and the drop 
a huge 1.2  It can be seen that without being 
able to change 3rd gear as well, increases in 
internal top gear ratios aren’t going to work well. 
You’ll need to stay far too long driving hard on 
that soft input 3rd! 
  
The long 3rd available for the Dnepr gearbox 
makes things easier, reducing the drop in the 
last case to 1.0 but that still looks quite 
difficult.  It looks at the moment as if using the 
18/25 tooth top and 3.5 final is an adequate 
substitute for just the 3.2 final, but at 0.26 overall 

it could be too high, for a Ural.  In spite of all the 
spec sheets claiming the same everything for 
both Urals and Dneprs, riding them back to back 
gives the impression the Dnepr is more willing 
where it counts and could pull 3.2 to 1 solo when 
ridden in earnest when a two up Ural might run 
out of puff.  So I’ll have to save that Dnepr case! 
 
In an interesting historical comparison, from a 
time when all this 3.2, 3.5, 23/23 stuff was a 
forlorn and distant hope, that is 1980, we have 
Frank Dougan.  As promised in the last issue of 
HV then, a perception from the Western side of 
the wall………………… 
 
Now, we all know what these 
here bits of gear are for so I 
won't bore you with that 
particular feature.  This article is more how the 
end is achieved rather than the end itself.  The 
Ural box is the beast in question (the D box 
being similar). It was, of course, designed by the 
Barvarian Motor Works (whose original design 
the whole basis machine was) and the first 
consideration, plus probably the second and 
third as well, was one of economy.  It has to be 
cheap to make and build, if you can make it 
good and reliable, so much the better, but cheap 
it must be!  As a user, you hope that when the 
designer stabs the point of his pencil between 
economy and servicability, the mark it leaves lies 
closer to servicability than the other.  Where did 
our designer's mark lie?   
 
Before we can start to estimate this, I'm afraid 
the nature of the beast must be considered.  I 
said at the beginning that we all know what 
these things are for, but do we know how they 
achieve their function?  Is it always the same 
way, or are different approaches used to fulfil the 
same function? 
 
Gearboxes evolved to become what they are 
today; two essentially different paths of evolution 
have produced two very different translating 
gearboxes used in motor vehicles.  Let us begin 
with the motorcycle and start part way through 
the story to keep it short.  It was found 
convenient to reduce the engine speed of 
motorcycles between the crankshaft output and 
the clutch, the clutch had to be capable of 
transmitting the available engine power;  
therefore, by necessity, it had to be larger than 
the engine output pinion or sprocket.  So, this 
fitted well, plus you could run the gearbox at 
around one third engine speed which, taking into 

Frank 
Dougan 
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 account materials and treating processes of the 
day, was almost necessary. 
 
This meant that the gearbox could be small, as 
large reductions in ratio were not necessary 
within it.  Small, stout gears could be made with 
relatively small numbers of teeth, these gears 
could be spur and did not require close meshing 
as noise was not a large consideration.  Once 
developed, this system has remained fairly well 
unchanged. 
 
The second development is today residential in 
most motor cars.  Here, the drive came directly 
from the clutch into the gearbox at engine speed 
through whatever gear was selected and out the 
back of the box on the same line.  These types 
of boxes required to reduce the engine speed 
considerably (in intermediate speeds) before 
applying it to the final drive.  This meant large 
gears which had to be helical in tooth form to 
reduce noise and give enough tooth cross 
section to enable the gear to carry the available 
engine power. 
 
Engaging the drive in such gearboxes while "on 
the march" is not straightforward: the gears are 
constantly meshed with their layshaft 
counterpart, the average intermediate pinion 
weighs 1 1/4 lb and is flying around at three 
quarters of engine speed.  This gear's immediate 
neighbour is running at two thirds engine speed 
and is about to be asked to transmit the 40 plus 
brake horse power that its brother is carrying.  
Unless these two pinions can be brought to the 
same speed in the time it takes you to transfer 
the gear lever from third to second position, 
there is going to be some frighteningly 
expensive noise, followed sooner or later by the 
expense itself!  So, it had to be synchromesh, 
which is a pair of conical friction rings which 
come into contact just prior to engagement and 
spin the gear about to be engaged up to the 
speed of the one you intend to engage with it. 
 
Now, with the groundwork over, those of you still 
reading, we come to the Ural box.  I view this 
piece of apparatus with mixed feelings.  It 
integrates the two types of box previously 
mentioned, plus some other features "thrown in" 
for measure (either good or bad).  That part of 
the gearbox known as the layshaft (i.e. the shaft 
not connected directly to the engine drive) in a 
Ural gearbox is the mainshaft.  Though this 
could sound a little like a contradiction in terms, 
it is the case.  The shaft which carries the four 

fixed gears in a U or D is driven by the clutch, 
which of course is directly mounted to the 
crankshaft.  (On a good day!)  So, the mainshaft 
of a Ural gearbox is galloping round at engine 
speed, the four input gears are in constant mesh 
with the four output gears.  When a Ural with 
sidecar final drive ratio (4.625 to 1) is getting up 
the road at about 20mph in second, Sally plus 
luggage (all up weight three quarters of a ton), 
Sam decides bottom would be a better gear to 
pull up the 1 in 4 which is presently confronting 
him, he brings the heel of his size nine down 
smartly on the gear lever.  The sliding member 
which is carrying the output drive to the output 
shaft leaves the second speed output pinion with 
a mechanical scream and crashes into, and 
engages with, the dog clutches of the first speed 
output pinion.  Sam throws the clutch into 
engagement and the three quarters of a ton 
imparts its kinetic energy to the first speed dog 
clutches, which separate, leaving Sam with a 
three speed box, a lot of work and a big bill for 
parts!  Sam's not a happy man when he 
recounts the story, "All I done was to change 
down." he whines, but the odds were against 
him.  These dog clutches are shaped to afford a 
limited synchromesh operation, this being 
necessary in order to give anything of an 
acceptable gear change with the large 
differences in ratio between one gear and 
another, i.e. second and third.  It is my view that 
the entire set of ratios, including the final drive 
ratio, are too large.  Perhaps, in times to come, 
all of these wrongs can be put right.  I hope 
when I solve it all, there are still a few Urals 
about, other than the ones I have. 
 
Oh how different 1980 was!!! 
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 I’m returning to Russian 3 
wheeled motoring after a break 
of about 25 years!!  My first 
combination was a 650 reg 
MDX 124P (is it still around?) 
which painted desert yellow (the only free paint I 
could acquire) used to transport up to 5 of us 
back from the pub (2 on the bike and 3 on the 
chair) and took me through several hedges 
when carrying too much speed into right hand 
corners.   

I remember the 
big ends seemed 
to be made of 
toffee and the 
starting ritual had 
to be strictly 
observed or 
she’d refuse to 
play.  I loved it, people loved it and my then 
girlfriend, now wife, was terrified by being in the 
oncoming traffic!  By the way, DVLA record MDX 
124P as last taxed in July 2009.  It’s still out 
there somewhere. 
  
Fast forward a significant amount of time and 
many 2 wheeled bikes and wonderful cars later, 
I found myself heading to Slough last weekend 
to pick up ‘Brunhilde’.  Brunhilde is what I 
suspect, with some help from the COC, is a 
MT12 or possibly a modified 1969 K750 which 
the Polish certificate claims it is.  I have long 
hankered after a 2wd and can’t wait to get her 
running properly, registered and enjoyed.  She 
has resided in Southern Ireland for the last 11 
years and has been used and abused by a re-
enactment group so previously Wehrmacht grey, 
she is now in a Normandy 3 colour scheme and 
marked up in some unit’s scheme and comes 
badged as a BMW.  I know this isn’t to 

everyone’s taste but leaving aside what she is or 
isn’t, she looks fabulous and will be used 
regularly by me, albeit I won’t be dressing up as 
a German. 
  
What’s to 
fix?  Well 
electrics 
need some 
help, fuel 
supply 
needs to be 
sorted, one 
carb is 
leaking, 
brakes to adjust, various gaiters need replacing, 
new oils, service, general TLC and press into 
action.  I look forward to meeting some of you in 
the future.  PS, SS plates have already gone! 
 
I have been a motorcyclist for 
over 35 years during that time I 
have been a motorcycle 
instructor, motorcycle courier, 
owner of many Japanese bikes, vintage triumph, 
trial bikes and now Russian M72 with sidecar . I 
live in Chorley Lancashire and still enjoy riding 
and spanner work as much as I  ever did. I  have 
attached a few pictures of the m72. I also own a 
Yamaha  SRX600 which  l like to throw 
around.  (Ride briskly we hope!) 

Tim 
Jones 

Gary 
Moss 
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I purchased her 
just as she is. 
The BMW 
badges will 
probably go as 
I've got some that 
say M72 with a 
red star in the 
middle.  I’ve just 
not got round to 
undoing the screw on the tank. I'm more than 
distracted with a Dneprmatic box refit at the 
moment. The badges sure fool a lot of people 
which has elevated me to rock star level in some 
circles, can't bring myself to put them right .  

 
In reference to page 24 of 
the last issue of HV………. 
 
Doubtless by now you are 
overwhelmed with email 
requests from excited COC 
members, to buy Karl 
Shultze’s Cossack Jupiter 3. Please could you 
do me a favour? I have advertised my Jupiter 3 
on the For Sale page of the COC website, but 
for some reason it hasn’t found its way into 
Horizontal view and I’ve had no interest except 
for a few potential scammers.  If there are any 
other requests to buy a J3 outfit after Karl’s is 
sold, would you direct them on to me?  Mine is 
similar price in good condition with a sidecar and 

I'm happy to hold on to the outfit for a little while 
and get the right price (it's stored indoors so not 
coming to any harm). Trouble is it's in the way of 
my other projects; I have three more solo J3s 
(yes, that's right, three) including a rare and 
beautiful orange and tractor grey one, awaiting 
my attention.   

Well here it is in its current glory; I bought it at 
HJ Pugh auctions last year for next to nothing, 
but I have enough spare parts from another bike 
(which had no frame – this was modified to 
make a ‘chopper’ and subsequently discarded) 
to bring it back to life.  Nobody else knew what it 
was.  I think that’s a Goldwing rear wheel.   

There are now two beautiful blue Jupiter 3 outfits 
on www.cossackownersclub.co.uk both for sale 
around £1200, one north, one south.  If you want 
the southern one, above, and don’t do 
computers you could always ring me, Paul 
Codling on page 2, and I’ll email Mark. 
   
The CZ 453 for sale from Roger Adams in the 
last issue was snapped up quickly but don’t 
despair, he has more.  He tells me he’s bought 
one of those Jawa Retro 350 two strokes from  

For Sale 
from 
Mark 

Christie 
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 I’ve not ridden a 559 either, at least not in the 
sense of actually controlling it.  I was camped 
somewhere called Nevsehir in Central Turkey for 
a few days to have a look round the trippy 
scenery of Cappadocia.  At the time Turkey was 
all discarded and reconditioned Western 
vehicles or entirely suitable Russians and 
Czechs.  My mate for the duration owned a 559 
and we hit the town several nights in a row on it. 
 
Turkey being 
Islamic of course 
and Nevsehir being 
seriously provincial, 
a hot night out was 
exclusively male, 
an unfathomable 
board game with 
coloured counters in a pastry shop, a stiff 
thimble full of coffee flavoured mud and tucked 
up in bed by 8 o’clock.  A 559 is a soft, gentle 
and very traditional thing and we popped around 
the town in the evening air looking as cool as it 
gets, in Nevsehir. 
 
Mark Avis bought all 
the parts he had 
room for and left 
this lot for anyone 
interested.  He says… 
 
In my (very) humble 
opinion having met the 
fella he's an honest 
older guy, a 
mechanical enthusiast 
and there's nothing 
hookey about it 
all.  The rolling more-or
-less complete bike 
has a v5 which is off 
with Swansea at the 
mo, and the incomplete 
bike has a green log book.  So hopefully 
attractive to someone with a pile of Latvian 
mystery.   And from the 
vendor himself…… 
 
Here's some pictures 
of the M66 and it's bits. 
I'm thinking £350 for 
the bike with engine, 
gearbox and spares 
including most of 
another engine. There's another incomplete bike 
but I'm reluctant to let it go before this one's out 

Dave Angel at F2 which has just come out of its 
box.  We’re not sure how long Dave can keep 
bringing these in to the UK so sooner or later, 
someone is going to buy the last two stroke 
motorcycle registered here.  A step along the 
path to the last internal combustion engined one. 
 
1969 Jawa 250 cc single, 
model type 559.  Here’s 
Roger Adams……... 
 
I've had the bike for two years, bought the bike 
from someone who was importing old bikes from 
Hungary. I have the NOVA certificate.  The bike 
will need dating before applying for registration, I 
have the necessary V55 form.  The bike runs but 
I haven't ridden it.  List of new parts fitted is as 
follows….. 
 
Wheels, tubes, 
tyres, fork oil 
seals, lower fork 
legs powder 
coated, ignition 
switch, tank 
lacquered, fuel 
tap, seat 
refoamed, tail 
light, seat 
handles powder 
coated, rear brake pedal powder coated, 
rebored, piston, rings, little end, barrel and head 
repainted, carburettor, air filter, horn, 
battery, points and condenser, exhausts 
decoked, painted and new baffles, front and rear 
brake cables, clutch cable, rear tin wear under 
seat, drive chain and sprockets, light switch, 
many fixings replaced with stainless steel. 
 
Crikey! He’s selling 
this to buy a new 
bike?  Sounds like 
it almost is one.  As 
ever, if you want it, 
email your editor, 
on page 2, and I’ll 
pass you on. 

Also for 
Sale 

For Sale in 
Lincolnshire 
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of the way. I'd be happy with £500 for both.  

 
I have just 
acquired an 
impressive pile of bits which I am hoping will one 
day be assembled into a 1956 IZH 49.   
  
My first problem is that the bike came from 
Poland and has never been registered in the 
UK.  The project is still at very early stage 
yet.  Only just picked up a very large pile of parts 
(above).  Some useful work has been done, 

such as a full crank rebuild, nicely rebuilt wheels 
and some rechroming of various parts, but it is in 
need of a full rebuild and the engine is fully 
stripped at the moment.  Not sure yet, but will 
probably need a rebore and maybe new piston 
and rings.  First job is to try and sort out some 
paperwork as nothing came with the bike.  (More 
of this later) 
 
The frame plate had been painted over along 
with the frame, but luckily I managed to clean 
the paint off and was still able to just read the 
numbers stamped into it.  Frame number turns 
out to be the same as the number stamped on 
the crank cases, which I guess is a good sign. 
For the year, the only number stamped on the 
plate in the right area is a 6 so I am assuming it 

is a 1956.  There is also a 1956 mark on the 
back of the electrics box, which seems to 
confirm that. However, is there any easy way to 
confirm that from the frame number?  
 
For old IZH registerers matching frame and 
engine numbers are a huge plus point and so is 
the year stamped on the regulator box.  No 
factory records are available at all and at the 
time IZH did not stamp frame numbers on their 
frames’ tubes. 
 
Most bits are there luckily and some restoration 
work has been done, such as wheels rebuilt and 
crank rebuilt with new big end.  Also quite a few 
bits have been rechromed.  Sadly the guy who 
was restoring it had to give up on it due to being 
a full time carer for his wife with advanced 
dementia.  My biggest issue may be those funny 
diecast blocks that are inserted into the transfer 
ports in the head. Mine are missing and the 
previous owner of the pile of bits has tried to 
make some replacements out of blocks of 
aluminium but they need finishing and not sure if 
they will work in the cast iron barrel anyway. 
 
To be honest I think the alternative transfer port 
cover idea is a myth.  I’ve heard lots of people 
say that they go in one way for fast and the other 
for heave, but the cover does not change the 
time area of the port so it wouldn't affect the 
power characteristics at all.  Apart from getting 
less if you put it in upside down of course!  I 
think it's to make production easier that's 
all.  Having said that it's not simply a flat plate. 
The back of it is shaped to help point the transfer 
flow in the right direction.  This shape is quite 
pronounced in the later models but I haven't 
seen a 49 up that close to know how important it 
would be for that model.    
 
My mate is 
also wanting 
me to build 
three Minsk 
125s he has in 
bits!   The first 
is back 
together. This 
one has a 
genuine 
21kms from 
new on it! I 
think it is a 
1992 but will 
need help 

Stephen Waller 
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 from the club to get a dating certificate. Came 
from Russia in a crate and was never used until 
my mate acquired it.  

 
In response to my comment that 
Mick seems to turn his projects 
round with blistering 
speed……… 
 
Thanks again for putting my bikes in the COC 
mag, and the ad for the Suzuki.  Sadly I am 
having real problems getting a registration for 
the first IZH so I have slowed down on the army 
style one, Peter Ballard is helping a lot, I will 
keep you posted. I have taken on another 
project but not Russian. A 1928 Excelsior it has 
been dry stored for 70 years and it’s preserved 
condition is amazing?  And guess what, I’m 
going to make sure it’s safe and run an oily rag 
over it.  I’m getting the hang of this patina thing. I 
I can send pics if you wish Maybe of interest but 
not Russian.  And one more thing. I have and 
have always had a big passion for bikes of all 
kinds from a very early age. I do have a full time 
job but I spend every evening 2, 3, 4 hours 
Saturday and Sunday some times all day 
working on my projects. This is how I get them 
done very quickly.  I do realise that it can look 
almost unbelievable sometimes.  But I really 
enjoy working on any thing mechanical.  Thanks 
again paul will keep you posted on any thing 
new or of interest. 
 
My name is Steve Limb I am a 
new member of the club. I have 
just bought a Cossack Ural with 
sidecar and love it and we call it Borris.  Just 
trying to get it registered at the moment so I 
hope it won't be too painful.  Please find a 
couple of pictures attached. 
 
We swapped emails a few times on the subject 
of how painful registration would be, particularly 
if he didn’t know it was a Dnepr, and Steve rang 
DVLA to ask when I was sure he’d need a dating 
certificate.  He said…….. 

I have called DVLA this morning and because I 
have the original log book that is all they need 
from me.  Apparently no dating certificate then. 

PJB, FBHVC and DVLA. 
 
Our club has now joined The 
Federation of British Historic 
Vehicle Clubs which has instantly 
given us access to the 
experiences of other classic clubs and a credible 
voice in dealing with the seemingly obtuse, 
capricious and faceless institute which is the 
DVLA.  Here’s PJB to FBHVC after DVLA’s 
complaints department wrote to him in response 
to his request for clarification on why Mick 
Smith’s registration application failed, explaining 
his, and therefore our, exasperation…….. 
 
Salient points and their replies when I called 
the author of the letter today:- 
1. VIN or frame plates are no longer acceptable 
as evidence despite in the current V765/3 stating 
that rubbings of such are required. DVLA accept 
that their letter contradicts V765/3 and are 
looking into it! 
 
2. Scans/copies of old reg docs were 
acceptable, but the DVLA are now unsure "...we 
require the original" v "....agreement by the 
DVLA that scans of historic old reg docs are 
acceptable..." ! DVLA looking into the conflict 
between their two documents. 
 
3. Extracts from the Russian motorcycle 
encyclopaedia go with every Date Cert! DVLA 
have already accepted this reputable publication 
as definitive, but seem to be changing their 
mind!  DVLA seem to accept this but did not 
have a list of previously agreed definitive 
sources, DVLA looking into it. 
 
4. We need to know what countries DVLA have 
reciprocal arrangements with and from 

Mick 
Smith 

Steve 
Limb 
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 when. DVLA are providing me with a list of 
the countries along with when the reciprocal 
arrangements were set up. This is 
very important for example for an old Latvian 
reg doc, was it issued before they joined the 
EU or as an EU member state. Does the 
reciprocal arrangement predate joining the 
EU. Also DVLA looking into specifically if 
DVLA have an arrangement with PRC, 
Russian Federation, Ukraine if so DVLA must 
return the old reg docs, but do not currently. 
 

5. DVLA require the original foreign reg doc, 
despite quoting from INF106 (attached) "......
….an original non-UK registration document or 
certificate for your vehicle. This document or 
certificate will not be returned to you. You will 
need to send a letter explaining why this is not 
available with a dating certificate from the 
manufacturer or other acceptable source", surely 
an acceptable source is an owners club on the 
V765/1 list? DVLA note this conflict with the 
absolute need for a foreign reg doc. and the 
alternative dating certificate requirement that 
meets V765/3. DVLA accept that a club listed 
on the V765/1 is an acceptable source, but 
then the DVLA will not accept a VIN or frame 
plate as evidence! DVLA looking into it. 
 
6. Apology from DVLA for suggesting we use the 
VCA or Glass' Check Books, that's good then! 
Obviously that clerk was sent for retraining! 
 
I also mentioned in the phone call the effective 
black listing of Polish logbooks so that now no 
info from such can be used as evidence. DVLA 
to respond why Polish log books are no 
longer accepted, seemed to agree it was 
possibly due to fake Polish log books being 
found!   
 
Hypothetical Q? So what happens with 
a completely legitimate standard production 
vehicle imported from Poland needs to be 
reregistered in the UK now that the DVLA will no 
longer accept a VIN plate as evidence of make/
model/year and no longer accept Polish reg 
docs. Note DVLA they have written in rejections 
to COC Date Certs twice now:  "We are unable 
to use the Polish log book to verify this 
information", the info being make, model, VIN 
and year; but what is required instead?  DVLA 
to respond what other evidence required, 
they accept that a receipt for purchase is no 
use as it has no provenance. Bit of a catch 22 
there then! 

In reply, FBHVC said…………… 
 
Firstly a little background. As with all of 
Government DVLA is constantly tasked with 
having to do more for less and their main way of 
doing this is to ‘systemise’ their operations to the 
maximum extent. Unfortunately this 
progressively removes the scope for any 
discretion on the part of the clerks. Additionally 
we have to remember that the very large 
majority of DVLAs work concerns the modern 
vehicle fleet and thus the systems are designed 
to favour that. There was a peak in this 
‘systemisation’ a few years ago in the search for 
efficiency and there is another one now because 
DVLA are designing a complete new IT system 
to replace the current, basically very old, one. 
Unfortunately, but perhaps inevitably, these 
changes tend to work against unusual cases. 
Such changes are not notified to anybody 
because DVLA don’t believe they are changes. 
In due course member clubs bring the resultant 
problems, often where a procedure that has 
worked satisfactorily for years is suddenly 
rejected, to our attention and we in turn raise 
them with DVLA although to be honest getting 
anything done about it is becoming more and 
more difficult. We do have plans to address that. 
 
All ‘first registrations’, that is to say first 
registration on to the current DVLA system, are 
handled by the same group and the majority are 
for modern vehicles. Thus the clerks are 
unfamiliar with the many complications which 
arise with historic vehicles. Following a 
suggestion from ourselves DVLA do now attempt 
to channel ‘historic’ first registrations to one or 
two specialist teams but at peak times that is not 
always possible. This is probably the main 
reason for the inconsistencies that many clubs 
are reporting. 
 
Editor’s note……….My original intention was to 
show you, dear members, that PJB doesn’t just 
fill in a form with a few pictures when he sends 
you a dating certificate but becomes the 
champion of your cause throughout your 
application.  Since he wrote to FBHVC huge 
progress has been made, such as the 
reintroduction of Polish log books as dating 
evidence and with FBHVC on board, our 
applications can become consistent with those 
from other clubs, some of whom drive Aston 
Martins and Bentleys.  With luck DVLA are about 
to make sense.  You can thank PJB for that.  I 
think he should get the Allan Mottram Award! 
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 Read this carefully.  At 
the 2019 AGM someone 
will need to propose that 
it’s truth and someone 
else will need to agree 
with them.  
 
Cossack Owners Club  AGM 2018 Minutes.  
Recorded by Tony Jones, Club Secretary 
 
This year’s AGM was held at the Greetham 
Campsite, Rutland at 10am 1st September 
2018.  14 members attended.  The meeting was 
chaired by Peter Ballard.  Peter opened the 
meeting with an introduction to the committee 
members present and a welcome to other 
members.  A special thank you to Phil and Gina 
Inman who arranged the site. 
 
1. Apologies for absence were given on behalf of 
Carl Booth, Phil Rushworth and Phil Whitney. 
2. The minutes of the 2017 AGM had previously 
been circulated in Horizontal News. Dave 
Greenwood proposed that the previous years 
minutes be approved. This was seconded by 
Mike Rowe. The meeting unanimously approved 
the minutes. 
3. Committee members reports. These were 
read out by the committee members present and 
copies of there reports are attached. Carl's 
report was read by Paul. 
4. Proposals from members. There were no 
advance proposals from members. 
5. Election of committee. All members of the 
committee volunteered to serve for another year. 
Mike Rowe proposed that the committee be 
returned en bloc. This was seconded by Dave 
Greenwood. The meeting unanimously approved 
this proposal. 
6. Any other business. Peter proposed that the 
Cossack Owners Club join the Federation of 
British Historic Vehicle Clubs. This Club 
monitors Government legislation and DVLA 
policies on behalf of all historical vehicle owners. 
They would be able to speak on our behalf in 
any consultations with the Government and 
DVLA. The cost would be about 47 pence per 
member. This was seconded by Phil Inman. The 
meeting unanimously agreed. 
Paul proposed advertising our events with the 
MZ and CZ clubs and any other like minded 
clubs and vice versa. This is to encourage larger 
attendance at our events.  Seconded by Tony 
Jones. The meeting unanimously agreed. 
Mike Rowe proposed that free dating certificates 
should only be made available to members in 

their second year of membership. This was to 
stop people joining for one year solely to get a 
dating certificate. Peter Ballard didn't see any 
wrong with the current arrangement and it did 
bring members into the Club.  Also it would 
make administration of dating certificates more 
difficult. Mike Rowe asked if it was possible to 
cross reference dating certificate requests with 
members who only stayed for one year. Gina 
proposed a £10 charge to members. It was 
agreed that further analysis and discussion was 
needed before any change was made. 
7. 2019 AGM venue and date. All agreed that 
the Greetham Campsite was superb. Tony 
Jones proposed Greetham for next years AGM. 
Seconded by Peter Ballard. The meeting 
unanimously agreed. 
 
Peter presented Paul Codling,who was awarded 
last years Alan Mottram award, with a 
handmade plaque as a thank you for his and 
Hazels contributions to the Club.  There was a 
general discussion about how to encourage 
more members to get involved in the Club's 
activities.  There being no other business the 
meeting closed at 11.27am. 
 
Peter J Ballard,  President’s report. 
I am pleased to hold this position, I treat it as an 
overseer role. What I see is a lot of owners, a 
dedicated core of real enthusiasts and within 
that members who volunteer their time, effort 
and house space to work for the club; without 
any of that there would be no club! 

TV. We were approached by Henry Cole, as 
off TV ‘Shed and Buried’ to help put together 
stuff for an hour-long programme (minus ads) 
about our bikes, centred about the Dnepr MT12 
Tony sold to them. I provided a lot of 
background stuff. They did feature David Angel 
in a previous programme, still on the internet. No 
news yet. 

Books. I have been asked again to do a 
technical translation of a Swedish ‘tongue in 
cheek’ book on these bikes. Initial contact and a 
translation was made by me but I was 
concerned about putting my name to a book 
where some of the technical input was poor.  

Now that Veloce are publishing in the UK I have 
been asked to do a professional translation. I 
have also acted as adviser to a book written by 
the author Colin Turbett about the history and 
social history of these bikes post WWII, to the 
printers now, again Veloce! 

Official 
business 

at the AGM 
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 Federation of Historic Vehicles Club. I accept 
the club members have some motorcycles that 
are new but also some bikes that are from the 
1950’s and 1960’s. It is getting more and more 
onerous to register such older bikes even though 
once done there is no road tax and no MOT, 
why not put more effort into an initial technical 
examination rather than the DVLA being so 
difficult to satisfy if a bike is 1955 or 1956, for 
example, what is the difference! We approached 
the FBHVC a few years ago when the last 
concerns about sidecars on the right arose, the 
expert at the FBHVC did seem to recall that 
there was a law that defined that, wasn’t there? 
So we did not join. MZ Riders are members 
though the Jawa/CZ are not, but there are 540 
clubs in the FBHVC and 250,000 owners plus 
individuals and companies. I have asked what 
they can do for us, but they do seem to have the 
ear of DVLA and DFT.  Cost is £0.46 per 
member, so around £130 I guess. 

Peter J Ballard,  Technical Adviser’s report. 

Date Certificates. I have 38 done in the last 
year, all successful though more rejections, but 
all appeals successful. We also create Date 
Certs at £15 each for dealers, this is useful 
income, the buyers then get a Date Cert or an 
age related reg. The DVLA seem to be 
unofficially changing their requirements; a year 
ago success of over 75%, now down to 10%, but 
in all cases appeals are 100% successful. 
Examples include DVLA stating they will no 
longer treat an EU registration document as 
evidence for make, model and year, but if you do 
have one they will insist on it and unless fought 
for, will destroy it. Most rejects get a standard 
DVLA letter, I respond with a pretty well 
standard COC appeal letter stating we “comply 
with” all their concerns, we then win the appeal. I 
have submitted a complaint to DVLA after a 
telephone call to them as then my concerns go 
into the system, no reply yet. I have noted at 
least two Date Certs issued to members that I 
am pretty sure were done just to sell the bike 
again already registered. I have no problem if 
the buyer/owner restores/recommissions the 
bike with the intension of getting it sorted then 
sell it on and do the next, it is when the intention 
is to get a free Date Cert just to sell on an 
imported bike at an increased profit. 

Technical Advice. I get very few enquiries for 
technical advice. Guess the supply of manuals 
or online resources provides the owners with 
what they want. 

Online stuff. I am as ever concerned about 
the quality of the technical advice online on 
various forums and FaceBook. The knowledge 
and reputation of the responder is rarely known 
but can be given as much credibility as an 
experts, even if safe proclaimed. I hate political 
or nationalist rants on such. I no longer part 
take, done. I am however pleased that in David 
Cox we have a good steadying hand. 

Tony Jones, Club Secretary’s report. 
As last year I have been the main contact point 
for the Club. I receive all emails and 
correspondence directed to the Club and either 
answer them or forward them as appropriate. 
This system seems to be working so far.  Most 
of the outside enquiries have been machine 
dating related and have been forwarded to Peter 
Ballard. I have also attended some shows, with 
the Clubs gazebo, to promote our Club.  
 
It has been mentioned several times that we do 
not have insurance to cover events that we 
organise.  After much research I have organised 
Public Liability insurance. The type of cover and 
the premiums varied wildly.  £800 for 
membership of the BMF, which includes 
insurance to £68 for simple Public Liability.  In 
consultation with the Committee we decided that 
straight forward Public Liability was sufficient 
without all the ad ons that some insurers were 
trying to sell.  A copy of the Insurance policy is 
available on request. 
 
At last years AGM I volunteered to organise a 
Red Star Rally for 2018. Unfortunately this fell 
through. For health and business reasons I was 
unable to commit the time needed. We will be 
arranging the 2020 Red Star Rally and 
suggestions for venues would be welcome. 
(Anyone offering to volunteer as organiser?) 
TV appearance. Henry Cole came to buy an 
MT12 outfit from me and this will be featured in a 
programme about sidecar riding. 
 
Gina Inman, Membership Secretary’s report. 
 
Membership Numbers: Year 2017/18, 294 Paid 
up Members, 22 Honorary Members, 314 
Members in total.  Year 2016/17, 287 Paid up 
Members, 23 Honorary Members, 310 Members 
in total. As you can see this is a small increase 
in numbers from the previous year.   
 
Overleaf is a table showing the monthly 
breakdown of new and renewed membership. 
During the course of last year 94 people have 
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 joined the club compared to 83 in the year 
2016/17. Less people have renewed their 
membership this year but, looking at the 
membership numbers of those failing to renew 
one third have been members for a single year. 
Overall we have an increase in membership of 
just 7 from the previous year.  

GDPR General Data Protection Regulations. 
The introduction of these new regulations 
governing the collection and use of personal 
data gave all the committee a bit of a headache! 
For the Membership Secretary there have been 
major changes in security of the data and how 
long data is kept after resignation from the club. 
As far as security goes the club had already 
invested in a Laptop that is only used for club 
business and the database is backed up to a 
memory stick as well as the cloud. It is also 
password protected. As most people don’t 
formally resign but simply fail to renew their 
membership this has proven to be a bit of an 
issue when someone forgets to renew until they 
realise they haven’t had a magazine recently. 
We aren’t permitted to keep data post 
resignation so if someone renews after simply 
forgetting for a couple of months technically we 
need to issue a new membership number and 
treat them as new members!  
 
In accordance with the law the committee put 
together a GDPR Statement that is on every 
membership welcome letter. 
 
Horizontal View Distribution.  In my role as 
Membership Secretary I am also responsible for 
the distribution of Horizontal View. There have 

been changes here as well this year. Due to my 
work commitments, not having as much free 
time as in the past, we took the decision, as a 
committee, to ask the printers to distribute the 
magazine for us. This is costing 20p per 
magazine per person more than doing it 
ourselves. As a result of this we have cancelled 
the contract for the Franking Machine as it is no 
longer financially justifiable.  For those people 
who receive the magazine by email they won’t 
have seen any changes with the introduction of 
GDPR as I have always done the mail shot as 
Blind Carbon Copy (bcc) to all recipients.  
 
There continues to be an increase in the 
numbers of members receiving their copies of 
Horizontal View by email. 120 people have now 
taken this option, up from 113 last year.  Some 
people are continuing to revert to the posted 
copy saying they have found they prefer to hold 
the copy and take it with them to read wherever 
they may be. 
 
Phil Inman, Treasurer’s and Regalia 
Secretary’s report. 
 
Please see the attached Year-End Report, which 
gives a detailed breakdown of Income and 
Expenditure, by category.  Our bank balance at Year 
End was £7,090.80, compared with £6,570.55 for 
Year End 2017. 
 
Income amounted to £4,861.69, coming as usual 
mainly from membership subscriptions.  The 
provision of Dating Certificates generated income of 
£113.00, whilst Regalia Sales amounted to £347.93 
which generated a small profit over the cost of 
purchases.  Income from member subscriptions 
showed a small reduction compared with last year. 
 
Expenditure amounted to £4,341.44, compared with 
£4,860.35 for last year.  Postage costs were broadly 
similar to those last year.  The largest item of 
expenditure was the printing of the Club magazine 
which, again, showed an increase over last year.  
Our printer has recently undertaken the despatch of 
the magazine to Club members, accounting for the 
bulk of the increased cost.  In turn, this has enabled 
the Club to discontinue use of our mail franking 
machine, relieving us of a significant expense.  On 
balance, it is expected that overall annual cost of the 
magazine and its despatch will be broadly in line with 
previous years.   An additional item of expense this 
year has been the cost of the Club's attendance at 
various shows throughout the year, specifically the 
hire of transport for our display equipment.  
Previously, this expense had been met privately, but 
it is proper that the Club pays it's way in this regard. 
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The Club's income has exceeded expenditure by 
£520.25, a satisfactory figure.  Once again, I make 
no recommendation for an increase in membership 
subscriptions. 
 
Regalia sales have shown a reduction this year.  
Regalia items continue to be taken to the two 
Stafford Classic Shows during the year and sales 
there continue to be satisfactory.  Total Regalia sales 
for the year (£347.93) exceeded cost of purchases 
(£311.84) by £36.09. 

Bank Balance as at Year-End = £7090.80 
 
Comrade Carl Booth, Showmaster’s report. 
 
Apologies for not attending the C.O.C. AGM.  It’s 
a long distance for me from B/pool and I have 
had a chance of a free travel to the Classic MGP 
races in the island so I said yes, Sorry!!.  
        
In the 12 months of doing the shows we pulled 
out of the Donnington show in August due to the 
whole club scene has been shifted from 
undercover to outside and as we had no cover 
available at the time due to unforeseen 
circumstances of one of our helpers and the 
decline in interest from 7 bikes to 3 seemed not 
worth it. We had a very good involvement at the 
October Stafford with a nice selection of bikes 
and some new faces, also this years April show 
gave us our largest selection of bikes on display 
and I hope this continues as this is a major do, 
as with the Manchester and Peterborough 
shows I  received application forms but was 
informed to display as a club we needed PLI 
insurance so decided to pass this on to a higher 

source (Phil and Tony) and pulled out till sorted.  
As with the stands we have a good turn of 
members willing to give time and energy to 
display their wares to promote the club as a 
whole but it is only a small part of the 
membership available and if more people got 
involved it would be greatly appreciated by me 
and the committee as we all have an interest in 
these bikes and want to pass it on and this is 
why you’re a member so think about it?  Life’s 
too short so enjoy yourself.       DISPLAY!!        
 
David Cox, Webmaster’s report.       
 
The past year has seen quite a change in the 

club’s website and Facebook page. Not quite the 

changes I was hoping for as normally I can sit 

back and keep any work to a minimum, but not 

this past year. 

Website:  An email came one day from ‘Serif’ 

who held our previous site saying they will not 

be supporting our member’s area log-in after a 

few months. This basically said that sorry you’ll 

have to go, great. I looked around to see what 

was available for the club to use and the one site 

that stood out was Wix. This company is at the 

top (of course) on the Google list of free website 

providers and so I started to rebuild the club site 

with them. All was going well until I tried to make 

it a little different, that’s when Wix say ‘you can’t 

do that unless you upgrade’. I suddenly realised 

this is how Wix make their money. They give you 

a free basic site but if you want anything slightly 

better than basic you need to pay for it. By the 

time I finished the website has cost the club 

£112.68. The club has gone along with this up to 

a point, and I hope the members are happy with 

the result. 

Member’s area:  We again have a secure ‘Log

-in’ but this time I cannot keep passwords for 

anyone. The site does allow you to change your 

password if forgotten, like most sites also do. 

There have been many non-members who try to 

get into the area, but all attempts have been 

foiled by me, (I have the power). 

The website still needs work but this time of year 

is not practical for me, even though I’ve retired – 

sort of anyway. If members have any 

suggestions as to the content of the website I 

would be happy to hear them. 

Facebook: This has also been a turbulent 

year for us, we were reported to Facebook as 
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 good.  I'd like to avoid competing with Facebook 
and the website and preserve whatever it is that 
makes people still want the paper copies.  It's 
about us as much as it's about Russian 
motorcycles and for the greater part of our 
passive and casual membership it's all they ever 
see of the club.  If anyone has been inspired to 
write who wouldn't have bothered usually it's 
been a success.  I'd like to thank those people 
too. 
 
This ancient lap top is still creaking along but the 
pressure of my real life has meant that although 
we agreed I could have a new COC computer, 
asking my local computer shop if I can have 
what I want is as far as much progress as I've 
made.  Apparently I can.  The magazine takes at 
least a week in working hours but the Ten Pin 
Racing Triumph is at present 70 points clear at 
the top of the CMRC F750 championship. Our 
TZ350, obtuse and capricious little bastard that it 
is, consumes as much head space as it does 
time up on the bench and is now regularly top 
five now we're beginning to understand each 
other.  We're at Mallory Park next weekend for 
the first of the last two rounds and things are 
getting tense.  I'll deal with the computer when 
the race season ends. 
 
I've signed up for one more year of racing, after 
that I'll have more time and the opportunity to get 
creative (!!!).  Watch this space, please? 

 

Michael Wadsworth 

went to the AGM. 

The 1st of September 
and the start of autumn 
(Indian Summer) and 
still the sun is shinning on us poor old Brits!  
Even had to take some layers off on my day ride 
to find the ”Cossacks of Rutland” and this could 
be very difficult because you could say that rural 
Rutland, the smallest county in the UK, is not the 

we were advertising the club as a person. That 

was entirely an issue made by myself. Facebook 

advised me the site will be deleted within a few 

months, but wow, it’s still there. I am not using 

that page as it may all happen again. With that 

warning I used my own personal page and 

attached the club as a Group. It has worked 

reasonably well but we lost many people in the 

process. It’s now gradually getting numbers up 

again and stands at 196 as of 28/08/18. 

As moderator of the page I have rejected many 

people who want to join the group, but before I 

accept or decline them I always look at their own 

page to see what they have posted. Some are 

fine and I accept them if they are interested in 

Russian bikes or just bikes sometimes, but all 

the people I have rejected have no interest 

whatsoever in bikes or even have one on their 

own page at all. I reject at least 8 each week. I 

will also not accept anything contains aggressive 

political statements, hatred, racism or just plain 

rubbish. 

Paul Codling, Magazine Editor’s report. 

Most importantly I need to thank our 
contributors, many of whom regularly send stuff 
in and have become an essential part of our little 
magazine community.  It's hard to find the time 
in a busy life to write so the effort is very much 
appreciated.  Fortunately Chris Drucker has 
lifted too many heavy bags of post and he's 
having a rest from that and working his way 
through a mountain of old motorcycle papers 
and magazines providing shed loads, literally, of 
fantastic memories.  Bynnzi gets out on his bike 
loads and seems happy to share his 
experiences, Mark Avis meddles with the dark 
side of expedient engineering,  Phil Rushworth's 
sense of adventure is no less intrepid, John 
Tickell's discovery of Russian two strokes has 
been intriguing and also fortunately David 
Greenwood takes his camera everywhere. Many 
thanks too to Michael Wadsworth, Michael 
Gilbert, Chris Smith....................... and everyone 
else. 
 
In spite of this, I still have space to make the 
magazine a lot more personal and self indulgent 
than owner's club magazines are, something I 
feel mildly guilty about.  However, it's fun and I'm 
coping with the feeling that I shouldn't be doing it 
OK.  I wondered whether letting Alison have a 
few pages was a good idea for example.  You 
can complain, feel free to, any feedback at all is 

The 
Cossacks of 

Rutland 
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 place to see the “Red Star Banner” flying high! 
 
Michael sends in 
photographs 
supported by 
captions and 
references to 
relevant websites 
rather than reports 
of his experiences.  
We’ve used a 
couple of his 
pictures previously.  
The following are 
some more and the directions he pointed us in.  I 
know some of us think of the internet as the 
work of the devil but if you’re up for a laugh try 
http://www.lkharitonov.com/video/ensemble/
kazachka  Obviously you don’t get a link in a 
paper magazine so you’ll have to type it all in. 
 
Before you do you should know that Leonid 
Kharitonov is a famous Russian opera singer, 
unusual in that he has a sense of humour and 
doesn’t mind the odd jolly folk song.  That is 
opposed to the heavy, melancholic drama of 
serious Russian opera! 
 
Apparently the Dark Eyed Cossack Girl was a 
farrier who charmed (cursed!) a Cossack soldier 
by refusing not just to take any money but also 
to give him her name.  She told him the rhythm 
of the horse’s shoes as he rode would tell him 
who she was. 
 
Perhaps not so sadly he was already betrothed 
to another and therefore was constantly 
reminded of the day temptation and 
disappointment was denied him, every time he 
rode.  What an awful thing to do, the wicked tart! 
 
Next up try https://b-cozz.com/izh-a-race-into-
dead-end  “Dead end” seems to be an unkind 
way to describe the world’s best motorcycle 
factory, a reference to two stroke power 
perhaps?   
 
B-cozz is a joy of course and the whole website 
is packed with interesting facts from the East 
European perspective but I particularly liked the 
description of the poor Planeta Sport on the 
page Michael chose.  The abbreviation of PS in 
Russian led to the bike becoming known as 
“dog” by the Russian public in spite of b-cozz 
calling it legendary.  I was amazed to discover 
that production reached 25,000 units a year 

before it stopped in 1985, when the Russians 
were forced to concede the western markets it 
was intended for treated it as a joke.  B-cozz 
says later versions lost some of their charm and 
4 horse power.  Having enjoyed both models I 
think that’s something we should be thankful for. 

The monument Michael 

pictured right is to mark the 

site of the battle of Loosecoat 

field which took place near 

the AGM campsite about 5 

miles from Stamford in 1470.  

Read all about that at http://

www.englishmonarchs.co.uk/

battle_of_losecoat_field.html  

At the time the government 

of the English nation was 

caught in the grip of a power 

struggle between two rival 

factions.  In a medieval world 

where wealth was strength the barons were far 

more powerful than the crown and with 

democracy still a distant dream, the king was 

politically impotent without aligning himself with 

one side or the other. 

The battle of Loosecoat Hill was hardly a battle 

at all. King Edward IV chose his allies well and 

the rebels turned and ran after the first salvo of 

cannon balls was followed by a determined 

charge.  A few years later, following a hundred 

almost imponderable twists and turns in the 

political allegiances of the self interested power 

brokers, England suffered the Wars of the 

Roses. These days, now that the old money’s 
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 currency of land has been replaced by the new 

money’s wealth in, well, money, for the usurping 

of democracy a bloody punch up is the last 

resort rather than the first. 

Changing the subject ever 

so slightly then………. 

I don't know about you but 
for me the essence of a 
motorcycle, the core of it 
and the source of most of the fun is the motor.  
The noise, smoke and vibration generated by an 
infernal combustion engine is where the soul of 
such a machine exists.  We've joked before 
within these pages that modern marketing's 
drive to exorcise the riding experience of 
anything so oily and intrusive in fact offers no 
riding experience at all. 
 
Is a modern motorcycle simply an appliance like 
a washing machine or a vacuum cleaner, 
dumped according to the principles of lemming 
like consumerism when marketing demands it?  
It is more so than ever now! 
 
Without the mechanical heart beat and drama of 
burning hydrocarbon there's nothing to feel, no 
character or charm to fall in love with.  I don't 
think anyone would care at all if their freezer 
broke down.  They'd throw it away without 
remorse and order another one in an instant, not 
ever thinking about repairing it.  They wouldn't 
bother with a broken mobility scooter either. 
 
But we have to turn electric to save the planet 
don't we?  Sorry, but on a personal level turning 
green can never be achieved by buying things 
which were an environmental catastrophe to 
manufacture.  Green is a marketing device and 
how anyone can claim that the eco-impact of 
continuing to manufacture things no one needs 
is going to help stop poisoning the planet is 
ridiculous.  The greenest thing you can do is 
keep using what you already own.  Of course the 
electricity still has to be generated however you 
end up using it, by coal fired power stations in 
our case.  You'll notice if you read the press 
reviews on the IMZ website, featured in a page 
or two, that one magazine compares the electric 
Ural to its "fuel burning" alternative, as if it 
doesn't burn fuel!  How stupid is that?  However 
that's not the real problem. 
 
Global capitalism fights wars in order to gain 
control of the planet's mineral resources just the 
same as the medieval barons fought for land.  

Unsympathetic governments have to be 
removed in the same way and deals done 
outside the framework of democracy to ensure 
manufacturing continues because business in 
the rarified atmosphere of multinational 
conglomerates has no humanity.  If we continue 
to buy things we don't need the future looks very 
bleak indeed, even, and perhaps especially, if 
they're electric. 
 
To my mind the infinite repairability and life 
enhancing charm of a Russian motorcycle really 
is a valid alternative to the temporary and 
superficial thrill of buying newness on that 
personal level and globally has a tiny carbon 
footprint.  We're talking fun here, leisure, not 
slogging through the daily grind to pay for it. 
Where surely there too is a case for enjoying an 
ancient Russian, not having been replaced by a 
new model, every year for 40.  (In Germany you 
can't do this, for which you can blame the 
political power of BMW and Mercedes, not the 
environmental lobby!)  You'll notice too from 
IMZ's website that all the development and 
prototype construction is done in the USA and 
Irbit is simply a factory for production, or maybe 
assembly, only.  Perhaps we can no longer think 
of Urals as Russian, I don't think Russians buy 
them anymore.  Amusingly the COC has just 
joined the Federation of British Historic Vehicle 
Clubs, to give us more of a voice as a sort of 
mechanical history preservation society, maybe 
our past is our future.  And the problem with that 
is? 
 
Electric vehicles are the same dead end petrol 
burning ones have become, that is if they're still 
to be privately owned and used on the existing 
road system.  They're just more newness for the 
fashionable to consume, convinced by marketing 
planet earth will thank them.  With luck, once an 
integrated transport system is in place, along the 
lines of a railway network perhaps, electrically 
powered of course and capable of getting us all 
to work and back, private ownership will fade, it's 
that which has to go.  I would imagine it's just as 
stressful worrying about wasting your precious 
battery capacity on air con or heating when 
you're jammed in the gridlock as it is feeling 
guilty about going nowhere belching carbon 
dioxide.  The specifications of the electric Ural 
tell us it needs all day to charge it up enough for 
only 103 miles, less if you touch the go faster 
button.  Apart from popping down the shops 
that's useless.  On the subject of the modern car 
as a domestic appliance, how easy it would be 

The day 
the music 

dies 
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 to get to work without needing one!  Without 
private ownership manufacturing can 
concentrate on something useful and we can all 
lead more meaningful lives than selling 
ourselves to the establishment's economy.  
Hopefully there'll be enough economically 
unwanted fossil fuel left to let us enjoy our 
camping weekends.  Until then, if we believe the 
marketing and let it persuade us green products 
are produced planet poison free, we're still 
making it all worse. 
 
Believe it or not I feel guilty about expressing my 
personal opinions in HV and anyone who wants 
to is welcome to express theirs.  If you'd like to 
relieve my outraged cynicism and point out the 
good in buying yet more new vehicles, please 
do, I can't see it. 
 

When I was trade, we used to be required down 
at Honda's indoctrination facility, sorry, training 
institute every year for what the mighty H called 
"product familiarisation".  Their political 
commissars, sorry, training instructors would 
convince us that the further degeneration of 
motorcycles into domestic appliances had been 
achieved by the development of various 
technical features which we had to understand in 
order to explain to the punters that this year's 
range was better, essentially so of course. 
 
Sadly, year by year, it became apparent that the 
glorious improvements were in fact only 
newness and the punters only wanted them 
because they read about them in the press.  In 
real world conditions technical advances only 
advanced sales.  They were mostly worthless 
apart from that because so few people rode far 
enough to need them, trading new in for newer 
next year in an endless cycle of disappointment. 
Sometimes they were just simply worthless.  
Anyone remember inboard ventilated disc 
brakes for example?  Now we live in a toxic 
wasteland. 
 
Could you love a 2019 Ural?  If you can argue 
that it has a soul like an M63, time honoured 
charm and the consequent connection with 
history and no amount of future newness will 
ever convince you to part with it, then buying 
one certainly will enhance your life.  How would 
you feel if it was electric? 
 
The next few columns are from IMZ’s website, 
which is completely USA based and reminds me 
very much of my professional past life! 

We always knew our sidecar is the perfect 
platform to build an electric motorcycle 
because it can offer what regular two-wheeled 
motorcycles don’t: passenger comfort, stability 
and safety, not to mention more space for 
batteries. Electric Ural is very easy to control, 
thanks to a low center of gravity and optimal 
weight distribution. It’s very stable thanks to its 
three wheels. It doesn’t have clutch or gear 
shifter, twisting the throttle is basically all you 
need to operate the bike. And it accelerates 
very quickly – for a Ural … Overall it’s a fun 
and very versatile vehicle that you can use 
almost like a car. 
 
“You’ll feel like you’re in stealth-mode, 
sneaking up on cars that are idling louder at 
stoplights. And there’s no chugging engine to 
holler over when talking to your passenger. It’s 
like a whirring magic-carpet ride compared to 
the vibrations and tractor-like grunt of Ural’s 
legendary fuel-burning models.”  

The company has no immediate plans to 
manufacture an all-electric model at this time. 
The decision will ultimately be based on 
market research, consumer and industry 
experts’ feedback. We estimate it would take 
approximately 24 months to ramp up serial 
production upon final design approval. 
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Production bike design would incorporate the 
latest battery technology and charging options. 

Motor: Z-Force® 75-7 passively air-cooled, 
high efficiency, radial flux, interior permanent 
magnet, brushless motor  

Max Output (hp): 60hp (45kW) @5,300rpm  

Max Torque (ft-lbs): 81 ft-lbs (110 Nm)  

Batteries as tested: ZF13.0 powerpack, 
ZF6.5 powerpack (combined peak power 
19.5kWh)  

Charging System: 1.3kW on-board charger 
from a standard 115V/15A breaker (estimated 
13 hours to charge from empty to 95%) Range 
as Tested: Up to 103 miles (165 km) 

Recommended Max Cruising Speed: 65mph 
(105 kmh)  

Maximum Speed as Tested: 88mph (140 
kmh)  

“Warp factor six Mr Chekov”  (!!!)   However 
Scottie can still love this, below.  It’s the new for 
2019 Ural, exuding newness from every fin of its 
new technology cylinders.  The pretty marketing 
will make you want to keep it forever, but only for 
2019.   What will they think of next?  2020…….. 

For 2019 we get………… 
All new EFI system utilizing Keihin throttle 
bodies.  Electronic idle speed control for better 
start ability and stable idle speed.  Throttle 
position sensor for improved throttle response. 
Fuel injector location optimized for increased 
efficiency.  Closed-loop EFI system for better 
fuel efficiency.  System fuel pressure increased 
for improved fuel atomization. New self-priming, 
in-tank fuel pump with integrated filter and 
pressure relief.  High-efficiency catalysts for 
reduced pollution without sacrificing power. 

Cylinders.   Precision honing for consistent 
sealing of rings at high temperatures. Cylinder 
bore allowing faster and better break-in 
resulting in improved oil retention and longer 
cylinder life. Cooling fins increased in surface 
area for improved cooling efficiency. 

Cylinder heads.  Cooling 
fins increased in surface 
area for improved cooling 
efficiency.  Exhaust port 
reduced in length for 
decreased cylinder head 
temperature. Optimized 
intake and exhaust ports 
geometry for improved 
flow of gasses.  Re-designed cylinder head 
covers. 
 
Pistons.  Gravity cast 
from NASA388 
aluminum/silica alloy with 
superior heat resistance 
to forged pistons.    
(National Aeronautics and 
Space Agency is that?)  
Teflon inlayed skirt for 
reduced friction.  Hard anodized crown and top 
ring groove for increased high-temp longevity.  
Manganese Phosphate coated compression 
rings.  Top ring face inlayed with high-tech 
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 Yorkshire ripper bloke came from, but let's not 
dwell on that! 
 
Anyhoo, Bingley isn't a bad place.  And the 
major plus of the town is it's easy rail links into 
Leeds and its proximity to wonderful countryside. 
From my house within 5 minutes I am in 
woodland or if I feel the urge tramping through 
fields with my faithful hound Sid.  But the main 
plus for me is the access to the Yorkshire Dales, 
20 minutes by motorcycle (or car) and I'm in 
Skipton.  Which for those who haven't visited 
proudly proclaims on the boundary signage 
"Skipton gateway to the dales". 
 
So, I tend to spend a lot of time meandering 
round the B and unclassified roads which 
dissect this area.  Sometimes I inadvertently slip 
into lanky hell, it is the borderlands after all.  But 
mostly I find myself in North Yorks and Cumbria  
This is an account of one of my favourite rides, 
from Bingley to Morecambe (lanky hell) and 
back.  Avoiding as much traffic as possible, 
which is easier than you may think. 
 
Starting at The Brown Cow in Bingley, as good a 
place to start as it is to finish, my first point of 
call is a village called Laycock.  A lovely place 
on the outskirts of the northern powerhouse 
which is Keighley. I wend my way here via a 
couple of unsurfaced roads, one of which 
passes the house of Mr Perks played by Bernard 
Cribbins in the Railway Children, and crosses 
the Worth Valley Railway by means of a cobbled 
level crossing at Damems station.  

Reaching Laycock I meet Mr S a fellow traveller 
by bike, he has just procured a new Enfield 
Himalayan and is itching to wear it out.  Tea 
having been taken we leave his abode and head 
through the village in a Skipton like direction 
past a turn off to Gooseye, where the beer of the 
same name was first brewed (their first offering 
was called Old Three Laps and was awful), then 
take a left turn on to a road which traverses a 

plasma-
sprayed 
Molybdenum 
offering 
increased 
durability.  
Optimized 
piston ring 
groove 
tolerances.  
Phosphate-
coated piston 
pin.  
Good to see one or two bits and pieces have 
been “optimised”.  What’s that exactly? 

The COC Urals are worthy and pure, however 
new they once were of course.  The subtleties of 
the editorial unease is in the fact that having 
bought one, the marketing wants to sell you 
another.  So what if you don’t?  So when the 
newness fades, what then? 
 
I live in Bingley West 
Yorkshire.  (Guess 
who this is then?)   
 
It's an ok sort of place to live. Known mainly for 3 
things, the first which sticks in most folks minds 
is that prior to a welcome bypass, it was a mind 
numbing bottleneck on the way to the lakes and 
all points north.  The second being five rise 
locks, a fantastic staircase of locks on the Leeds 
and Liverpool canal.  Which have raised and 
lowered working boats and lately pleasure boats 
navigating the Aire valley for over 250 years. 
Thirdly it was home to the Bradford and Bingley 
building society.  A financial institution which 
spectacularly imploded depriving many of a job 
and more of a comfortable retirement.  Another 
point I can think of is that it is where that 

Glumbusting 
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 high fell, past a folly called The Pepperpot and 
eventually drops us down into Cowling. 
 
Cowling is one of those villages which doesn't 
seem to have a reason to be there (all the mills 
have gone) and just clings to either side of the 
road until all of a sudden you realise you have 
escaped.  It is also a true border town, and the 
way from here takes us into Lancashire. 
Turning left onto the Colne road we continue to a 
right turn to Ickornshaw. This small road takes 
us past D&C motorcycles, the place where, if 
you so wished Diesel Dave will sell or rent you 
an ex army MT 350.  He really does have a shed 
full. 
 
The single track weaves its way through derelict 
farm buildings, up steep hills and round gravel 
strewn corners until it meets the A56 Earby road. 
Turning right in a Skipdale direction again, the 
road traverses some high fells and we lope 
along over Elslack moor through sweeping 
bends with glorious views until just before Earby 
we take a left, back onto a single track which 
drops us down to the A59 near Broughton. 
 
Broughton hall is a venue for a popular 
agricultural show and other events throughout 
the year, one of which is Tuff Mudder.  A 
masochistic show of bravado where teams of 
mentally retarded people pit their brawn against 
a series of challenges including immersion in 
ice, mud and possible prodding with long sticks. 
 
Turning left we pootle along the A 59 through 
Gisburn and turn right towards Bolton in 
Bowland and eventually Slaidburn, by means of 
more single track wonderfulness. There is a cafe 
here and also a bog, and being men of a certain 
age both are welcome, so we stop and recap the 
journey so far. Seems like Mr S is in a state of 
high agitation and cursing the practice of 
spreading tar and grit on the road and calling it 
resurfacing. He nearly had an off on a corner 
due to grit build up, a fact proved to me by 
having to remove some hedgerow from his 
pedals. But no damage done apart from a 
dented ego. 
 
This is a ride of ever increasing splendour, from 
Slaidburn the route passes through Newton in 
Bowland and Dunsop Bridge to a right turn 
which takes us through the superb Trough of 
Bowland and eventually to Lancaster.  Today I 
am riding my new toy, a Mash 400 Dirtstar. With 
a history of buying crap bikes I took the plunge 

and bought a French/Chinese bike, the theory 
being that it needed to be really bad to be any 
worse than its predecessors.  So, prepared for 
mediocrity, imagine my surprise when it did 
everything it was supposed to do, faultlessly, 
and has usurped my other bikes for favouritism. 
 
The Trough of Bowland suits him well, 3rd and 
4th gear sweeping round curves and stomping 
up the inclines a relaxed burble coming from the 
exhaust.  Then reality hits, having seen next to 
no traffic so far we are into the Lancaster one 
way system.  This is a dirge after the obstruction 
free journey so far, but there is no way round it 
as we need to cross the mighty river Lune to 
continue. The A589 is nose to tail traffic as we 
continue towards Morcambe, but the tedium is 
brief as we turn left at the first roundabout on to 
a road signed for the municipal tip.  Just past the 
tip is a tidal road that runs alongside the Lune, 
this takes us into Heysham past a pub called 
The Golden Ball. 
 
The Golden Ball being situated where it is at 
times is cut off by the tide, which was good for 
after hours drinking when those things mattered. 
But historically was not so good for stranded 
revellers, as the Naval press gangs often called 
and tapped one or two on the napper and 
dragged them off to see the world.  The local 
name of the pub is snatchems. 
 
From Heysham it is only a couple of miles into 
Morcambe, and we ride along the front past the 
statue of Eric Morcambe to park up at Morrisons 
where we plan to utilise the cafe and facilities. 
I like Morcambe, and spent many a happy 
holiday here.  Scampering about in short pants 
looking in rock pools and trying unsuccessfully to 
glimpse the distant sea. But it must be said that 
the place has seen better days, and now it 
makes Keighley look interesting.  There is a 
rumour that the Eden Project is looking to 
expand here, I hope it does and offers the place 
a better future. 
 
Tea, pee and sandwich later (not necessarily in 
that order) and time to wend our way homeward, 
we continue to ride along the front towards 
Carnforth, where a right turn is taken on the A 
583 to Kirkby Lonsdale. This road in other 
circumstances would be great, it has good views 
sweeping bends and not much traffic. But having 
just come through the trough it is all anticlimax. 
At Kirkby Lonsdale a right shortly followed by a 
left takes us across the busy A65 and we 
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 The road rises steeply up two hairpin bends and 
winds over high moors before dropping down 
past another station, Garsdale this time. On an 
earlier ride across this road, called the coal road 
for some reason, I was just exulting in the 
splendour and isolation when in rounding a 
corner I was greeted by a dumped mattress. The 
place is far more picturesque than the local tip, 
but why? 
 
At Garsdale a right turn takes us past a pub 
called The Moorcock Inn ( I snigger to myself 
every time I pass) onto the A684, a fast road 
which leads us to Hawes. Another road which if I 
had travelled along it on a different day would 
have been great but is now only ok. Passing 
signage on the roadside warning of the dangers 
of overzealous motorcycling, there is no danger 
of that, we are both in the moment and basking 
in summer sunshine, bimbling along at 45/50 is 
enough. No need for screaming along and 
missing the views. 
 
Shortly before Hawes is a left turn to a village 
called Hardraw, the pub here, The Green 
Dragon, is great, and the landlord is the keeper 
of the water. For a small fee access is granted to 
visit Hardraw Force, reputedly the highest 
waterfall in England. And also where Robin 
Hood (Kevin Costner) got his kit off in the film . 
Through Hardraw and left and its up to 
buttertubs pass and all that is over that side, but 
that's for another day.  We ignore this turning 
and carry straight on to Hawes, back in 
Yorkshire now.  Hawes is a bustling market town 
with 4 pubs loads of eateries and also a bikers 
hotspot, so I generally give it a swerve on busy 
days. The local shop, bus company fuel 
station and creamery are owned by the town, 
and surprisingly the fuel here is cheaper than in 
Keighley.  So I take the opportunity, no need 
really as I get 80 to the gallon and have plenty 
left.  But I have the opinion that you use em or 
lose em.  Mr S doesn't fill up as he is of the 
opinion that he has more in a Jerry can at home! 
 
From Hawes we take the road to Kettlewell past 
the cheese factory. It's getting late so we don't 
stop, normally it's a must.  Especially  when 
hungry, they have a free cheese tasting room 
and no one seems to mind if you go round more 
than thrice.  This road takes us up past the 
hamlet of Gayle, where there is a choice 
between the main road and a minor road with a 
ford. The temptation is there, but the ford is very 
slippy and after one surprise dousing I only 

progress towards Sedbergh, passing the famous 
Devils bridge tea van on our left.  On a Sunday it 
is impossible to get near the van due to hoards 
of bikers swarming round like leather clad 
wasps. I am known for my antisocial tendencies 
and don't relish such places, the local 
supermarket does splendid coffee, and is only 
half a mile further on. 

Heading towards Sedbergh, and a right turn 
soon appears posted Barbon, in fact by the time 
we see the sign we have passed 2 unmarked 
turnings for the same, each joining a gravely 
single track which heads through Barbon Dale to 
Dent. 
 
Barbon is the venue for a motorcycle hill climb 
which has been held since the dawn of time. 
Barbon Dale is a wonder, we're back into 
splendid roads again, it's my favourite Dale. And 
it's in Cumbria, that is praise indeed from a 
professional Yorkshireman.  A single track with 
passing places meandering along the bottom of 
the valley, the odd area to park a camper in 
should you wish. Following the course of a small 
river, the Barbon I presume. Then into Dentdale, 
and Dent village also in Cumbria. 
  
Dent is picturesque, with a cobbled main street 
and three pubs. The Sun is my all time favourite 
pub, The George and Dragon less so. There are 
2 campsites a brewery and also a vampire. 
It's a popular place for bike clubs to camp and 
for ride outs. Consequently there is something 
happening here most weekends. I first visited in 
the flush of youth to explore the many caves in 
the Dale, and still visit regularly.  Today there is 
no time to linger, more great roads are waiting. 
We head out of the village heading towards 
Hawes until at a hamlet called Cowgill there is a 
left turn which takes us up past Dent station. 
Dent station is the highest mainline station in 
England, and is four miles distant from the 
village it serves. This is still closer than the third 
pub The Sportsman, supposedly still in Dent 
village. 
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Search Glumbuster2 on www.plotaroute.com for 
a map big enough to read.  Then go ride it! 
 
I very much enjoyed 
the AGM/social 
weekend.  I had a 
good ride to the site 
via the A5 and many back roads!  I had a 
smashing breakfast in 'Jacks Hill' cafe. 
Gina's on-site cafe was handy with good food 

and saved me all the hassle of cooking.  The 
AGM was quickly dealt with and everyone 
seemed happy with the outcome.  I should like to 
thank all committee members for the work that 
they do for our club and for volunteering for a 
further year. 
  
Phill Inman 
took us on a 
very scenic 
run out into 
the 
countryside 
and a stop 
with a view 
across 

go  through on my outfit now.  From Gayle to 
Kettlewell is pure motorcycling bliss, the best 
highish pass of the day but sadly the last. It 
weaves through Oughtershaw and Hubberhome 
to Buckden then Kettlewell.  I spent my 18th 
birthday in the George at Hubberhome 
inexplicably drinking Mateus Rose after walking 
there from Ilkley.  I have never drunk it since. 
 
Kettlewell is another pee stop, I quite often come 
here just for a ride. It's 40 minutes in a direct 
route from home, and the cafes are good.  
It being so close to the metropolis of Bradford 
there used to be various outlets for disillusioned 
yoof and in my own youth I was regularly seen 
on a Friday evening burdened with a rucksack 
climbing up to Moor End Farm (DofE) or Hag 
Dyke (scouts). Both hostels nestling in 
inhospitable situations high on the fells.  Moor 
end farm is now sadly sinking into dereliction, 
but I still visit Hag Dyke, only now I now have the 
benefit of a land rover to reach its sanctuary. 
From Kettlewell we are on the home run and all 
the best roads ridden, but there is a good 
backroad which runs to  through Conistone to 
Grassington. Then a right on the B6265 for a 
short spell across the Wharfe then left to Linton 
falls and Linton. I stop here most times I am in 
the area as after I barbecued the parents I 
chucked them into the stream which runs under 
the packhorse bridge as it was a favourite place 
of theirs.  (We’d best suggest to the faint hearted 
that Bynnzi means cremated.)  So if you ever 
visit Linton and see a fat lad with a beard staring 
morosely into the waters with a bike ticking away 
nearby, it's me. 
 
From Linton we head towards Burnsall, but take 
a right at Thorpe on a single track with grass up 
the middle which comes out at Cracoe.  At 
Cracoe there is a huge limestone quarry 
gradually nibbling away at the hillside. There is a 
big bite shaped excavation in the fell and soon it 
will be level ground.  Left through Cracoe and at 
Rylstone we turn right down another single track 
road.  As we turn right there is a village hall to 
our left, this is a new build paid for by the 
Women's institute, it replaces the original 
wooden hall which is where the Calendar girls 
held their meetings. This road winds its way to 
Gargrave which is one of those places like 
Bingley used to be where no one visits but 
everyone has sat in traffic queuing through it. 
 
Anyhoo a bit of a right left wiggle across the 
A65 brings us back to the A59 near Broughton 

Greenwood’s 
Gallery 
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is in the process of overhauling the original 
engine.  I saw a small Soviet 2 stroke probably a 
Minsk but could not locate the owner.  I am fairly 
certain our editor (Paul) will recognise the bike, 
make and specification.  (IZH 56, 350cc)  I also 
met the owner of a Polish 'Junak' bike.  He has 
heavily modified his bike from its original 1964 
specification.  It was originally a 350cc 
single.  However, it is now fitted with a piston 
from a speedway engine and is now 550cc.  The 
owner can still get spares from Poland. (Above) 
 
We also 
attended the 
'Remembrance 
Poppy Day 
Service' which 
is now 
combined with 
a 'Military 
Vehicle 
Day'.  Not 
many bikes this time, only our Ural outfit and an 
ex-wartime BSA M20 which was in service as a 
dispatch riders bike.  There were several Willys 
jeeps and other 4 wheelers including a Land 
Rover Ambulance.  John Denny was also there 
but this time he rode his 250cc NSU Max. 

Rutland Water.  Both evenings were spent 
socialising in the club marquee.  
The weather was good all weekend so we had a 
dry pack up and an enjoyable ride home.   
Graham Butler decided to follow me on my back 
road route, he thought it very scenic but longer 
than his usual route.  We both called into Jacks 
Hill Cafe for a massive breakfast after which we 
drove on to Bicester together.  We parted there 
then I had approx 1-hour driving left to my home. 
Thanks to all the organisers, it was a good 
weekend. 
 
We attended both recent events at the Ace 
Cafe.  1st was the 'Eastern Block/ Red Oktober 
Day') in October.  We met several members of 
the IFA and MZ owners.  Some we met at the 
Llangollen weekend held earlier in the 
year.  There was an ex-military Trabant on 
display. 
 
We met John Denny, who rode his Dnieper 
outfit.  He still has the BMW engine fitted as he 
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 We hope to see some of you at the 'Silver Ball' 
cafe in January.  We hope to be in attendance 
but due to family health problems, we cannot be 
certain.  Stephen Wood has kindly offered to 
take over as the principal organiser.  Stephen 
has also sent invitations to the MZ and Jawa 
clubs. 
 
Not a very good turn out at the 
Ace Café.  Those who attended 
stayed for a good while. 

Two outfits (below 
and right, 
Zundapps I think.) 
from Popham, cold 
wet and windy.  I 
do think that it will 
be a rough old 
winter song. 

Bottom opposite you’ll find an opportunity to buy 
a Minsk for £179.80, in 1976 because this is…... 
  
Just in case you’ve 
forgotten Chris has a 
wounded muscle 
somewhere and has to 
read old motorcycle 
papers for fun. 
 
Plenty more to 
follow as I 
plough through 
1968 to year 
2000 weeklies, I 
have a long way 
to go but as I am 
still unfixed by 
the failed NHS 
there is going to 
be a lot more 
opportunity to 
enjoy this, at 
present I am 
starting to enjoy 
1976 MCN. 
I had forgotten the real feeling a lot of people 
had that "helmets yes, compulsion no" was fair 
and that giving in to that would lead to further 
draconian laws to save ourselves from 
ourselves!!! 
 
Whatever next, 30 mph mopeds (1/8/77 ), 12 hp 
125cc  (1981 ), also I forgot how looked down on 
us L platers were by " Proper " motorcyclist's 
who wrote scathing letters of condemnation 
demanding we be banned from bikes, well they 
got there wishes and only wealthy Bikers (Car, 
wife, kids, 2 hols and a 2 wheeled toy!) keep 
motorcycling going today, or am I now doing 
what all those letter writing "proper " 
motorcyclists did in the mid 70's! 
 
Anyroad I am limited to a max speed of 30 MPH 
as I run in the 72cc Barrel and piston on the 
Honda SS50 which is now on the road (new 
spokes, rims, mudguards, correct pedals, both 
NOS downpipe and silencer heat shields, Dutch 
market tank (apple green with parakeet yellow 
speed flashes!) the original tank is away being 
done in parakeet yellow with black stripes but I 
may not fit this as I prefer that NOS Dutch tank. 
 
This bike stops people in their tracks of a certain 
age like no other I own (to my surprise) all I get 
is good vibes and even those who never had a 

John 
Denny 

The Chris 
Drucker 
Archive 
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 bike had mates with Fizzies like mine!!!!  There 
are the complaints (Missus) of tell tale oil drops 
on the drive to be sorted (both SS50 and 
CB200) the Enfield is oil tight, Tee Hee Hee, and 
first day back on the road the SS blew its 
silencer BIG time, sounds like a blown dump 
truck but has not stopped me putting 250 very 
slow miles on her. 
 
Hope this finds you and your Minsk well, I hope 
to return the Gold Electronic Minsk to the road 
by the end of next winter, I now have FOUR 
road legalish Bikes (used always to be one) 
something to be said for sick leave (onto half 
wages next week, so may stick to using 
cheapskate SS50!) 

Compare Neval’s 
attempt to elevate the 
Minsk base model into 
a budget sports option 
with Avtoexport’s 
simple pretence that 
the Minsk was pretty 
much perfect like it 
was. 
 
Associated with the 
picture of two friends 
having ridden their 
Minsk to enjoy gazing out over an abandoned 
gravel pit they said……………….. 
 
The MMB3-3.112 road motorcycle is vary 
popular among hunters, anglers, tourists and all 
those who enjoy fast riding.  High dependability 
and good workmanship ensure many years of 
service in any road conditions.  The design of 
the machine provides for safe riding at maximum 
speeds.  Good stability, roadability and 
steerability ensure restful riding to keep the rider 
fresh on long trips. 

The machine is light, simple in construction and 
easy to handle. It requires little maintenance 
without the need for special tools.  Elegant lines, 
bright colours and good finish make a pleasing 
appearance. 
 
You have to hand 
it to them, the 
MMB3-3.112  is a  
pretty little thing 
but having used 
mine for a couple 
of 200 mile days 
out “restful” is 
probably blatant 
lying.  And 
12bhp?  Yeah 
right! 

These 
photographs are 
of a bike my 
brother Rob very 
briefly owned in 
about 1982 ish 
(when I had a 
Yam XS750) I 
tried it out and 
was unimpressed 
when I tried an 
XS inspired fast 
pass of a 
dawdling car for the bike to die on me, however 
it restarted and I trundled sedately back home! 
 
The hawkeyed will notice the polished 
crankcases, what look like BMW silencers and 
rocker covers and slender front mudguard.  Just 
the thing if you’re going to ride with no ignition 
cover!  Even though this bike is 1972 it was first 
registered in December 1982, according to 
DVLA.  It was last taxed in August 1991 and is 
still out there somewhere. 
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 Regatta Dover Fleeced 
Lined Jacket - £47.00 
Product 
Code: 
COCJ1. 
Waterproof, 
Windproof 
hydrafort 
polyester 
fabric. Fully 
lined with 
Thermo-
guard 
insulation. 
Taped 
seams, 
concealed 
hood and 
adjustable 
cuffs. 2 
zipped lower 
pockets. 
These 
jackets are very nice and comfortable and come 
with the Star Logo on the left breast as with 
other products. The club’s web address 
(www.cossackownersclub.co.uk) is across the 
shoulders on the back. Colours: Only in Black 
with Silver Logo and writing. Sizes: M (40") - L 
(42") - XL (44") - XXL(47") - XXXL(50")  
 
Hooded 
Sweat Shirts 
£21.50 
These are 
normally on 
an order only 
basis. 
 
 
Woolly Hats 
- £8.50 The 
woolly hat is 
the knitted 
type and 
again with 
either club 
logo. This is 
an essential bit of kit for any club member. 
Standard Club Logo or Star Logo.  

Full & Half Zip 
Fleeces - 
£25.00   
Product Code: 
COC-FL. 100% 
Polyester, 
unlined. Comes 
with Silver Club 
Logo or Star 
Logo over the 
left breast. 
These are great 
for chilly 
mornings on the 
rally field. 
Normal range of 
sizes: Medium - 
Large - Extra 
Large - XXL & 
XXXL  
 
 
Baseball Caps 
are now sold out, 
never to be 
restocked.  I 
hope both 
customers enjoy 
their 
collectability! 
 
 
T Shirts- 
£13.00  Phil 
and Gina at are 
the people to 
see about the 
current 
availability of 
styles and 
colours.  Cloth 
badges, metal 
pins and 
stickers are also 
available.  regalia@cossackownersclub.co.uk or 
on 01780 720420  

Regalia 
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